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1. If a given body is 
rotating masses (flywheel 

:ut.,iect to the gravitational force and carries 

cavities) then its motion 
or a liquid circulating within multiply-connected 
is described by Equations [I] 

A 9 = (I3 - C) qf + hpr - h,q + eaTs - caya 
dt 

V.i) 

(1.2) 

Here e,, e2, e3 is the unit vector passing from the fixed point through 
the center of gravity of the system; yl, y2, y3 is the vector in the direc- 
tion of the gravitational force, the magnitude of which is equal to the pro- 
duct of the weight of the body and the distance connecting the center of 
gravity with the fixed point; ii, Aof X, are constants characterizing the 
ciclic motions; the remaining notation is as usual [l]. 

The integrals of Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are 

Apa + Bps + Cr2 - 2 (elrl + eara + esr$ = 3E (1.3) 

UP + U 'r~ + @q + A,) rt + (Cr + 1s) ~3 = k (1.4) 

rsr + 7%” + Is8 = pa 0.5) 

The ma.s uistt,ibution withln the body and internal ciclic motions are 
characterized by nine parameters A,B,C,l-,X, ,X,,b and tigo oz t 11 i;nmtc 
quantiticc ?I 9 es, t3, connected by the relationship 

era + eaa + eaa : 1 WI 

The general solution containing 15 independent parameters (here are in- 
cluded the six parameters characterizing the initial conditions) is unknown, 
and therefore the generality of each particular solution will be determined 
by the number of independent parameters retained in it. Zhukovskil [l] gave 
a solution of Equations (1.1) by constraining the system parameters by three 
conditions, namely, he assumed the center of gravity coincident with the 
pulnt of support. His solution, consequently, has 12 independent parameters. 
Wltii the three additional conditions Al = h, = X, = 0 , the Zhukovskii 
,:eJlution yields the Euler solution containing 9 parameters. 

With the five conditions B = C , h,= A,- 0 , e2= e3= 0 we obtain from 
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(..i) and (1.2) the Lagrange solution, containing 10 parameter,. . 
Recently Sretenskii showed two more solution:: [2] and [ 31. Tlli l’i,‘. :. 

Sretenskii solution generalizes the Goriachev-Chapiy&l .;olution ar111 V.II- 
tains 8 parameters, while the second generalize: ‘.II* lie.::: .:olution arlxi ci II- 
tains 11 parameters. The present study givec a .:~~lution of thi [>rob.t rii 
cosidered which contain? 10 indepcndclnt par,ameter::. 

2. Let the center of gravity be in one of the princilal planes 11f tl~~ 
changed momenta1 ellipsoid E,' 0 ) then in view of (I) 

el = Cosa, e3 == sir1 a (2.1) 

Leaving the parameter A, arzbitr,ary (subscr,ipt 2 is omitted in thi f~~.ll~.~w- 
ing), we subject A, and Xj to condition 

(2B - C) h, sin a == (2ZI - A) h, q0s a (2.2) 

By means of a new parameter v this condition is represented in the ~I~,I,!II 

a, = (2B - A) v cos a, h, = (2B - C) v sin U (2.3) 

We will seek a soluticNn for which the two components of angular velocity 
are constant p = p0 and r-fO. At the same time the first and third 
equation of (1.1) establish the dependence of yz on 4 if 

pO = vcosa, rO I= v sin a (2.4) 

and this dependence is 

7s = Y (h - Bql (2.5) 

As a consequence of (2.1) to (2.5) the integrals (1.3) and (1.5) yi~l~i 

71 = (a + ‘/-$q? CO9 a - 1/P - (H + 1/aBq2)2-- v2 (A - Bq)2 sin a (2.Q 

Ta = (a & V2Bq2) sin a + VP - (H + 1/2Bq2)s - v2 (k - Bq)* C,OS a 

fI = ‘/2~2 (A COST a -j- C sin2 a) - E 

By substituting Expression., (2.1), (2.3) , (2.!+) and (2.U) iilt,s 1,111 ,'c I'I:I~ 1 
equation of (l.l), 4 is defindtd as an elliptic function uf t::n* 

q 

t=-B (2.7) 

The der!ived quantities satisfy Equations (1.2) and by :ub..titiltill,: trLs III 
into (1.4) they determine the constant ;c = v(F,4 + h'). 

Thi nutation and rotation angles are found from Formula:: 

+rI= rsinOcoscp, ~,==rcosO, r3 = I‘sinOsincp 

Thus, in the der.ived solution the independent paramctel,:, A,?,C,T,a,?,v,H,g,, 
and $,. iire ritalned. 

The particuioj' caze of the derived solution for the cun~litiorl ix < ‘, i.; 
given i;l [4]. 

Two known solutions for the motion of a rigid body with a fixed pvinL 
follow from the found solution in cases of x,= 0 (i = 1,2,j). 



Solution for the motion of a body 

1. Let 

h, = h, = 5,= 0 npE v#O Wl 

We conclude from (2.3) that these conditions are fulfilled if 

a = 0, A = 2B (2.9) 

Under conditions (2.8) and (2.9), we find from (2.4) to (2.7) that 

P =--= v> r = 0, rr=H+;& ys = - Bvq 

which coincides with the Bobylev [ 51 - Steklov [6] solution. The latter one 
contains seven independent parameters. 

2. Let v =o, then from (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) 

PE"O, Ta = 08 h, = a, -0 (2.10) 

i.e. the axis of rotation is fixed and horizontal. 
(2.10) we have 

From (2.8), (2.9) and 

0 = 'Ian, 9=*0* rl= rcoscp, r3= rsincp 

One of the Euler kinematic equations yields Q = dq/dt . Substituting 
these values into the second equation in (l.l), we obtain the case of the 
physical pendulum. 
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